
Year 9 Physics Remote Learning Programme: Spring 1 2021 
 

Lesson 
Number 

Lesson Title Lesson Detail 

1 Atomic Structure and  
Mass/atomic number/isotopes 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/isotopes-and-ionisation-
crrk8c 
 

Atomic structure  
Atoms radius of about 1 × 10-10 metres and the radius of a 
nucleus is less than 1/10 000 of the radius of an atom. 
Most of the mass of an atom is concentrated in the 
nucleus 
Atomic number and Mass number 
Isotopes and Ions 
Relate differences between isotopes to differences in 
conventional representations of their identities, charges 
and masses 

2 Atomic Models 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/history-of-atomic-
models-c8wk2t 
 
 

New experimental evidence may lead to a scientific 
model being changed or replaced.   
Models needed: John Dalton, JJ Thomson, Rutherford, 
Bohr (Chadwick's discovery but not experiment) 
Rutherford's Scattering experiment 
Movement of electrons between energy levels 

3 Alpha Beta Gamma 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/radioactivity-6tgkjc 
 

Radioactive decay.  
Activity and Count-rate  
Structure and properties of alpha particles, beta particles 
and gamma rays is limited to their penetration through 
materials, their range in air and ionising power.  
Apply knowledge to the uses of radiation and evaluate 
the best sources of radiation to use in a given situation 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/isotopes-and-ionisation-crrk8c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/isotopes-and-ionisation-crrk8c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/history-of-atomic-models-c8wk2t
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https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/radioactivity-6tgkjc


4 Contamination (+ Uses/Risks Triple) 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/uses-and-hazards-of-
radiation-combined-science-only-74uk6d 
 

Radioactive contamination and hazards 
Irradiation 
Compare the hazards associated with contamination and 
irradiation  
Understand that it is important for the findings of studies 
into the effects of radiation on humans to be published 
and shared with other scientists for peer review. 

5 Nuclear decay equations 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/decay-equations-crup6d 
 

Use the names and symbols of common nuclei and 
particles to write balanced equations that show single 
alpha (α) and beta (β) decay.  
The emission of a gamma ray does not cause the mass or 
the charge of the nucleus to change. 

6 Half-Life 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/activity-and-half-life-ft-
68r62d 
 

Radioactive decay is random.  
Explain the concept of half-life and how it is related to 
the random nature of radioactive decay. 
Determine the half-life of a radioactive isotope from 
given information.   
(HT only) Students should be able to calculate the net 
decline, expressed as a ratio, in a radioactive emission 
after a given number of half-lives. 

7 Triple Background Radiation 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/uses-of-radiation-
physics-only-cdh3gt 
 

Background radiation is around us all of the time.  
Sources of background radiation 
The level of background radiation and radiation dose may 
be affected by occupation and/or location.  

8 Triple Isotopes and Uses 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/isotopes-ccwp4c 
 

Explain why the hazards associated with radioactive 
material differ according to the half-life involved.  
Describe and evaluate the uses of nuclear radiations for 
exploration of internal organs, and for control or 
destruction of unwanted tissue 
Evaluate the perceived risks of using nuclear radiations in 
relation to given data and consequences. 
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9 Triple Fission and Fusion 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fission-and-fusion-
70tk6c 
 

Nuclear fission  
Energy is released by the fission reaction. All of the fission 
products have kinetic energy.  
Chain reaction and explosion caused by a nuclear weapon 
is caused by an uncontrolled chain reaction.  
To draw/interpret diagrams representing nuclear fission 
and how a chain reaction may occur.  
In this process some of the mass may be converted into 
the energy of radiation. 
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Lesson 
Number 

Lesson Title Lesson Detail 

1 Energy in a Spring 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/forces-an-introduction-cgwk0d 
 

Describe the difference between a linear and non-linear 
relationship between force and extension 
Calculate a spring constant in linear cases 
Interpret data from an investigation of the relationship 
between force and extension 
Calculate work done in stretching (or compressing) a 
spring (up to the limit of proportionality) using the 
equation:  
elastic potential energy  = 0.5  × spring constant  × 
extension 2 

2 Newton’s Laws 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/newtons-laws-c9k3at 
 

Define Newton's First and Third Law 
(HT only) The tendency of objects to continue in their 
state of rest or of uniform motion is called inertia. 

3 F = ma 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/forces-and-work-6ngkec 
 

Explain Newton's Second Law 
To estimate the speed, accelerations and forces involved 
in large accelerations for everyday road transport. 
To use the symbol that indicates an approximate value or 
approximate answer    ̴
(HT only) Students should be able to explain that: 
Inertial mass is a measure of how difficult it is to change 
the velocity of an object 
Inertial mass is defined as the ratio of force over 
acceleration. 

4 Required practical  
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/acceleration-rpa-part-1-6xhp2c 

Investigate the effect of varying the force on the 
acceleration of an object of constant mass, and the effect 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/forces-an-introduction-cgwk0d
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/newtons-laws-c9k3at
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https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/acceleration-rpa-part-2-c4v3gr 
 

of varying the mass of an object on the acceleration 
produced by a constant force. 

5 Velocity 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/velocity-time-graphs-6wr3gr 
 
 

Speed vs Velocity 
Typical speed values for walking, running, cycling and 
speed of sound 
To make measurements of distance and time and then 
calculate speeds of objects. 
Use the equation speed = distance / time 
To calculate average speed for non-uniform motion. 

6 Acceleration 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/acceleration-60r3ar 
 

Average acceleration can be calculated using the 
equation: acceleration = change in velocity / time taken 

7 SUVAT (HIGHER)  
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/solve-simple-kinematics-
problems-velocity-initial-velocity-and-acceleration-formulae-crvkcd 
 
 

Use the equation: 
final velocity2 − initial velocity2 = 2 × acceleration × 
distance 
Near the Earth’s surface any object falling freely under 
gravity has an acceleration of about 9.8 m/s2 

8 Triple Circular motion 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/case-study-sir-isaac-newton-
e9jp6g 
 

To explain qualitatively, with examples, that motion in a 
circle involves constant speed but changing velocity. 
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1 Magnets and Fields  
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/magnetic-fields-
61jkcc 
 

Describe the attraction and repulsion between unlike and 
like poles for permanent magnets 
Describe the difference between permanent and induced 
magnets 
Describe how to plot the magnetic field pattern of a 
magnet using a compass 
Draw the magnetic field pattern of a bar magnet showing 
how strength and direction change from one point to 
another 
Explain how the behaviour of a magnetic compass is 
related to evidence that the core of the Earth must be 
magnetic 

2 Electromagnets 
(Triple: Uses of electromagnets) 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/electromagnetism-
cgv64r 
 

Describe how the magnetic effect of a current can be 
demonstrated 
Draw the magnetic field pattern for a straight wire 
carrying a current and for a solenoid (showing the 
direction of the field) 
Explain how a solenoid arrangement can increase the 
magnetic effect of the current. 
TRIPLE ONLY: Interpret diagrams of electromagnetic 
devices in order to explain how they work. 

3 Fleming's Left Hand 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/the-motor-effect-
and-left-hand-rule-cctp8c 

Describe the motor effect 
Use Fleming's Left Hand rule 
Recall factors that affect the size of a current 
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4 Motor Effect 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/the-motor-effect-
and-left-hand-rule-cctp8c 
 

To explain how the force on a conductor in a magnetic 
field causes the rotation of the coil in an electric motor. 
Use the equation force = magnetic  flux density × current 
× length 

5 Triple Induced PD 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/electromagnetic-
induction-and-generators-6dhkge 
 

Explain the generator effect 
Recall the factors that affect the size and direction of the 
induced potential difference/induced current. 
Apply the principles of the generator effect in a given 
context. 

6 Triple Generator Effect 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/electromagnetic-
induction-and-generators-6dhkge 
 

Explain how the generator effect is used in an alternator 
to generate ac and in a dynamo to generate dc 
Draw/interpret graphs of potential difference generated 
in the coil against time. 

7 Triple Loudspeakers 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/electromagnetic-
devices-ctjk2d 
 

To explain how a moving-coil loudspeaker and 
headphones work. 

8 Triple Microphones 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/electromagnetic-
devices-ctjk2d 
 

Explain how a moving-coil microphone works. 
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